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Manned/unmanned
teaming improves
combat efficiency
for warfighters

Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78) Builder's Sea Trials Highlights, April 2017

Huntington Ingalls Industries
completes successful builder’s sea
trials of Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78)
Huntington Ingalls Industries has announced that its Newport News
Shipbuilding division has successfully completed builder’s sea trials of the
aircraft carrier Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78). The first-of-class carrier left Newport
News and returned to Naval Station Norfolk.
Builder’s sea trials test the ship’s systems, components and compartments
at sea for the first time. The trials also include high-speed runs and demonstrate
many of the carrier’s other capabilities.
“In my 36 years with Newport News Shipbuilding, I’ve ridden many sea
trials,” said Newport News Shipbuilding President Matt Mulherin. “While they
have all been great experiences, this one was especially rewarding. I’ve been
with this ship since 2001, when she was still just a design concept. To see her
come to life and perform as she was designed and built to do is awe-inspiring
and a testament to her shipbuilders and Navy crew.”
Newport News shipbuilders partnered with Gerald R. Ford sailors and
personnel from Naval Sea Systems Command to perform the sea trials tests.
Among the sea trial participants were Adm. James Caldwell, Director, Naval
Nuclear Propulsion Program, and Rear Adm. Brian K. Antonio, Program
Executive Officer, Aircraft Carriers.
“Everybody has to work together to really exercise the ship and take it
through its final paces,” said Rolf Bartschi, Newport News Shipbuilding’s Vice
President, Gerald R. Ford (CVN 78) carrier construction. “We work to test the
systems and actually operate the ship out here at sea. It’s fantastic to be out
and really see this ship come to life.”
Susan Ford Bales, ship’s sponsor and President Gerald R. Ford’s daughter,
was unable to participate in sea trials but shared in the excitement. “Completion
of builder’s sea trials for Dad’s namesake aircraft carrier is the magnificent
culmination of years of hard work,” she said. “I’m ecstatic and could not be
prouder of the ship’s successful performance. CVN 78 is the mightiest ship
ever built, and you can draw a straight line—a very straight line—as to why
that is so: The ship is built by the greatest shipbuilders in the world, my fellow
Newport News shipbuilders. I’m thrilled to add my congratulations and heartfelt
thanks—as Dad most certainly would—to the entire Newport News Shipbuilding
team, and to the remarkable crew of the Ford, for their patriotic commitment to
excellence and for a job well done—very well done. As the ship’s sponsor, I
look forward with great excitement to commissioning the USS Gerald R. Ford
into the fleet very soon.”
Prior to delivery, the ship will undergo acceptance trials, conducted by US
Navy Board of Inspection and Survey representatives, to do a final test and
evaluation of the ship’s systems and performance.
Gerald R. Ford is the first in a class of next-generation aircraft carriers
designed to replace Nimitz-class aircraft carriers. The Ford class features a
new nuclear power plant, a redesigned island, electromagnetic catapults,
improved weapons movement, an enhanced flight deck capable of increased
GMC
aircraft sortie rates, and growth margin for future technologies.
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Lockheed Martin Skunk Works®, the Air
Force Research Laboratory (AFRL), US Air
Force Test Pilot School and Calspan
Corporation successfully demonstrated
manned/unmanned teaming to improve
combat efficiency and effectiveness for the
warfighter.
“This demonstration is an important
milestone in AFRL's maturation of
technologies needed to integrate manned
and unmanned aircraft in a strike package,”
said Capt. Andrew Petry, AFRL autonomous
flight operations engineer. “We've not only
shown how an Unmanned Combat Air
Vehicle can perform its mission when things
go as planned, but also how it will react and
adapt to unforeseen obstacles along the
way.”
During the flight demonstration, an
experimental F-16 aircraft acted as a
surrogate Unmanned Combat Air Vehicle
(UCAV) autonomously reacting to a
dynamic threat environment during an airto-ground strike mission. The demonstration
success included three key objectives:

•

•

•

The ability to autonomously plan and
execute air-to-ground strike missions
based on mission priorities and available
assets;
The ability to dynamically react to a
changing threat environment during an
air-to-ground strike mission while
automatically managing contingencies
for capability failures, route deviations,
and loss of communication; and
A fully compliant USAF Open Mission
Systems (OMS) software integration
environment allowing rapid integration
of software components developed by
multiple providers.

The two-week demonstration at the Test
Pilot School at Edwards Air Force Base,
California, is the second in a series of
manned/unmanned teaming exercises to
prove enabling technologies.
“The Have Raider II demonstration team
pushed the boundaries of autonomous
technology and put a fully combat-capable F16 in increasingly complex situations to test the
system's ability to adapt to a rapidly changing
operational environment,” said Shawn
Whitcomb, Lockheed Martin Skunk Works Loyal
Wingman program manager.
GMC

Don’t miss out - register for
your FREE GMC copy
now!
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Thales will supply vehicle communication system SOTAS to
Denmark
The Danish Defence and Logistic Organization (DALO) signed
a framework agreement with Thales concerning the acquisition
of the vehicle communication system SOTAS, as well as services
for the equipment delivered.
The contract ties DALO and Thales together for the next
seven years and first deliveries from the contract are foreseen
in 2018. Maintenance technologies will be transferred from
Thales activities in the Netherlands to Denmark to reinforce a
closer local relationship with DALO. The Thales SOTAS
communication system is expected to be installed in both
wheeled and tracked vehicles. DALO has chosen this system
for its high quality and its ability to be fully compatible with SOTAS
equipment delivered under the previous Framework Agreement.
The system is future-proof and integrates easily with other
equipment in the vehicles because of its interfaces and the use
of standard protocols. With this renewed relationship with Thales,
the Danish Armed Forces has decided to continue with a wellproven and reliable capability as the SOTAS system is.
The SOTAS system
SOTAS systems are based on a high performance open
architecture that is modular, scalable and future-proof. The
modular components can be assembled and scaled to provide
optimal system configurations for all vehicle types and missions.
Upgrades are performed with minimal impact on the existing
installation. This provides great flexibility and logistical
advantages that support the broad range of wheeled and tracked
military tactical vehicles.
SOTAS systems are fielded in more than 30 countries and
Thales is committed to the continuous development of new
GMC
capabilities to increase mission effectiveness.
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Homeland security - protecting against
cyber threats
In today’s world, we are more connected than ever before in history. We can do so many things online; keep in touch
with loved ones, consume the latest film and music media, essential banking, pay bills, shopping, and even work. As
such, cybersecurity has become a major part of our lives. Every individual must remain vigilant to protect their identity
and financials from those who would use them for themselves. On a national level, cybersecurity is even more important.
Governmental organisations depend on a safe and stable cyberspace to keep our countries safe from a whole host of
groups who would wish us harm.
Cybersecurity has become a key part in all our lives today.
It’s vital that we keep personal information secure that others
could use against us; this extends to both the individual and the
state.
For governments, the era of connectivity has created massive
new security challenges. While we’ve progressed incredibly in
terms of the amount of information that can be collected and
communicated over the Internet and other wireless feeds, giving
us greater capabilities than ever before, it’s imperative that this
information remain in the intended hands. If information on troop
movements or plans are acquired by the enemy, the battlefield
becomes all the deadlier. Meanwhile, if malicious groups gain
access to governmental voting systems, democratic process is
in great trouble.
One of the biggest challenges in cybersecurity is the rapidlyevolving nature of security risks. In many cases, threats are
advancing faster than we can keep up with. As such, there is no
one cybersecurity solution. Indeed, effective cybersecurity
includes a collection of technologies and processes to protect
networks, programmes, computers and data from attack or
unauthorised access. Both physical and cyber threats must be
guarded against to ensure the essential delivery of services.
Accordingly, governments must focus on all aspects of
cybersecurity, and retain advice and technologies from a variety
of vendors. This can lead to complicated systems with a very
large number of players working to different levels, leading to
confusion and ineffective coverage.
In January 2017, the US Federal Communications
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Commission (FCC) released a white paper calling for more
regulation of cybersecurity requirements for communications
networks, arguing that companies have little incentive to invest
in cyber when they don’t make immediate bottom line returns.
“As private actors, ISPs operate in economic environments
that pressure against investments that do not directly contribute
to profit,” said the agency in the paper. “Protective actions taken
by one ISP can be undermined by the failure of other ISPs to
take similar actions. This weakens the incentive of all ISPs to
invest in such protections. Cyber-accountability therefore
requires a combination of market-based incentives and
appropriate regulatory oversight where the market does not, or
cannot, do the job effectively.”
According to the paper, providers prefer to spend money to
lower the cost of services to appear more competitive, often
forgoing cybersecurity entirely to maintain profitability. The FCC
has thus suggested that, when handing out subsidies,
companies’ implementation of cybersecurity best practises be
considered. This movement, if implemented, could make a great
difference to network security across the sector, and would be
a big step forwards in basic cybersecurity.
Preparing for disaster
In the face of the rapidly-evolving cyber threats faced today,
many governments are increasing their efforts to step up
preparative measures and establish response procedures. The
rising threat levels require a more streamlined and
comprehensive programme to stay ahead of the game.
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In November 2016, the German cabinet created the Mobile
Incident Response Teams (MIRT) with the Federal Office for
Information Security (BSI) to tackle the increased level of cyberattacks. Similar cyber units will be formed at the Federal Criminal
Police Office (BKA) and the Federal Office for the Protection of
the Constitution (BfV). Germany’s Cyber Defence Center is set
to supervise the interagency coordination and cooperation.
According to Germany’s Federal Office for Constitutional
Protection (BSI), the number of spam emails with malicious
software in their index rose by 1,270 percent year-on-year in
the first half of 2016, and around 380,000 new variants of
malware are discovered every day. Meanwhile, existing antivirus systems have lost their effectiveness. Cyber threats are
growing across every sector, particularly the water and energy
industries, while the top levels of government networks, notably
those involved in electoral processes, are facing major cyber
threats. In response, Germany plans to increase cooperation
between public and private sectors. “These cyber-attacks pose
such a level of threat, in that they specifically target the
democratic decision-making process. If they are successful, I
foresee a danger for peaceful society and for our democracy,”
said German Interior Minister Thomas de Maziere.
The USA is also preparing more stringent measures in the
face of the rising threat. In January 2017, the US Government
launched an updated National Cyber Incident Response Plan
(NCIRP) from the original Presidential Policy Directive 41 issued
in July 2016. The NCIRP is a strategic framework that states
which stakeholders are responsible for which actions in response
to a significant cyber incident. According to the NCIRP, the FBI
and the Department of Justice will lead the way on threat
response, the Department of Homeland Security is in charge of
asset response, and the Office of the Director of National
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Intelligence will provide intelligence support. The affected entity
response is the responsibility of the targeted entity.
“The NCIRP provides guidance to enable a coordinated
whole-of-Nation approach to response activities and
coordination with stakeholders during a significant cyber incident
impacting critical infrastructure,” states the new plan. “The NCIRP
sets common doctrine and a strategic framework for national,
sector, and individual organisation cyber operational plans.”
On a similar note, January 2017 saw the Joint Committee
on the National Security Strategy launch an investigation into
the UK’s level of preparedness on cybersecurity. The second
National Cyber Security Strategy has a £1.9 billion budget to
investigate the cybersecurity challenges the UK faces until 2021.
The initiative was originally launched in November 2016, and is
now inviting companies to present suggestions on how the UK
can ensure it has watertight cybersecurity policies. Topics will
include; proving information on the types of cyber threats;
learning points from the first Cyber Security Strategy; the
development of cybersecurity strategies; how the government
should be positioned to meet threats.
“The internet has changed our daily lives almost beyond
recognition from the way we communicate, to the way we trade
and the way Government provides services to citizens,” said
Margaret Beckett MP, Chair of the Joint Committee on the
National Security Strategy. “However, while the digital revolution
has opened up a whole host of opportunities, it has also created
new vulnerabilities. The national security implications of the leap
to cyber are a matter of increasing concern.”
Securing space assets
When we think about cybersecurity, most of us will consider the
obvious terrestrial threats here on Earth; hacked emails, stolen
identities, abuse of online banking details. For governments,
those threats include everything from secure communications,
financial markets, emergency services, transport networks,
through to defence. Governments the world over have made
significant steps in protecting their systems from future cyberattacks, however, given our growing reliance on space-based
technology, we also need to act now to keep satellite assets
safe from harm.
The interception of sensitive communications via satellite is
a very real worry, and one that is addressed by a number of
systems today, with ever-more advanced solutions under
development. In addition to the potentially deadly consequences
if battlefield communications fall into undesired hands, the very
high value of space assets, typically in the millions of Dollars,
makes the cost of any breach by cyber terrorists extremely high.
The propensity for governments to make use of commercial
space assets, which often have very different security systems
in place, is another challenge faced by decision-makers today.
Chatham House’s think tank’s ‘Space, the Final Frontier for
Cybersecurity?’ research report, released in September 2016,
confirmed that satellite security needs more attention: “The
vulnerability of satellites and other space assets to cyber-attack
is often overlooked in wider discussions of cyber threats to critical
national infrastructure. This is a significant failing, given society’s
substantial and ever increasing reliance on satellite technologies
for navigation, communications, remote sensing, monitoring and
the myriad associated applications. Vulnerabilities at the junction
of space-based or space-derived capability with cybersecurity
cause major national, regional and international security
concerns, yet are going unaddressed, apart from in some ‘high
end’ space-based systems. Analysing the intersection between
cyber and space security is essential to understanding this nontraditional, evolving security threat.”
Securing space-based communications is top of the agenda
for many, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) is looking
to do just that with Quantum Experiments at Space Scale
(QUESS), the world’s first quantum communication satellite.
QUESS contains a quantum key communicator, processing unit,
laser communicator, and a quantum entanglement source to
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transmit quantum keys to Earth. The quantum entanglement
principle, where two particles are fused into complementary
quantum states, is used to provide hack-proof communications
on the basis that quantum photons cannot be separated or
duplicated without detection.
In January 2017, QUESS became operational after months
of in-orbit testing. Launched in August 2016, QUESS was
designed to provide ‘hack-proof’ communications to enable
China to provide high-level communication security support to
islands in the South China Sea, Chinese embassies and
consulates in foreign countries, and naval vessels.
Pan Jianyu, Chief Engineer of the project, stated that the
research team has begun to carry out experiments transmitting
hack-proof messages to two ground stations separated by
1,200km. The first mission will demonstrate a quantum key
distribution i.e. the encoding and sharing of a secret
cryptographic key using the quantum properties of photons,
between a ground station in Beijing and QUESS, and between
Vienna and QUESS. Next, the tests will show whether a quantum
key can be established between Beijing and Vienna using the
satellite as a relay. The second mission will perform a longdistance entanglement distribution over 1,000km. One photon
from an entangled pair will be beamed to a station in Delingha,
Tibet, and the other to a station in Lijiang or Nanshan, which
are some 1,200km apart.
Pan Jian-Wei, Chief Engineer of the project, stated: “In
principle, quantum entanglement can exist for any distance. But
we want to see if there is some physical limit. People ask whether
there is some sort of boundary between the classical world and
the quantum world: We hope to build some sort of macroscopic
system in which we can show that the quantum phenomena
can still exist.”
Looking to the future
Cybersecurity is clearly going to be a major part of our lives for
many years to come. It’s essential that governments stay on top
of the threat of cyber-attacks for the safe-keeping of their nation
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with new, concise policies that cover every critical sector. Publicprivate sector partnerships have a big role to play going forwards,
while information sharing and enhanced cooperation between
entities will have a significant positive impact on cybersecurity
systems. New products promising next-generation protection
age rapidly compared to the ever-evolving threats, but innovative
solutions like the QUESS quantum communications satellite
could be real game-changers in the future.
It’s clear that, going forwards, the security of our private
information, both individual and state-wide, will be under greater
threat than ever before. What’s not yet apparent is whether we’ll
GMC
be able to combat those threats effectively.
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Delivering solutions to
customers
Intellian is a global provider of stabilised satellite antenna systems,
providing solutions to customers in the defence and intelligence, offshore
energy, commercial maritime and luxury yachting markets. Its range of
antenna systems includes VSAT, Global Xpress, Satellite TV and
FleetBroadband solutions. Intellian’s products are exported to more than
45 countries in six continents through more than 450 contracted dealers.
Amy Saunders spoke with Edward Joannides, General Manager at Intellian
Americas to find out more about the company’s presence in the defence
sector and its views on current and future trends.
Edward Joannides, General
Manager at Intellian Americas

Intellian is a leading global provider of
stabilized satellite antenna systems. Built
upon its patented RF, stabilization and
tracking technologies, its products support
a wide range of industries, including
Commercial Maritime, Offshore Energy,
Defense & Intelligence and Luxur y
Yachting. The comprehensive range of
antenna systems includes Satellite TV,
VSAT, Global Xpress and FleetBroadband
solutions.
Whether delivering goods across oceans,
exploring for oil & gas in remote regions,
or simply enjoying the world's great
cruising destinations, the need for reliable
connectivity is ever-present and always
increasing. Intellian was founded on the
premise that making remote connectivity
simple could increase profitability for
enterprises and improve lives for all.

GMC: Can you provide an overview of Intellian’s development, from its
founding to where it stands today?
Edward Joannides: Intellian was founded in 2004, and we were initially focused
on the manufacture of TVRO antennas for the maritime industry. However, as
the years went by, the portfolio expanded. Intellian pre-empted the mass adoption
of VSAT at sea and worked hard to develop technology that could transform
maritime connectivity, making it possible for vessels to be more connected than
ever before.
The company has grown steadily and significantly, and our focus on innovation
related to end-user experience has resulted in our position as the leading global
provider of stabilised satellite antenna systems. Built upon our patented RF,
stabilisation and tracking technologies, our products support a wide range of
industries, including commercial maritime, offshore energy, defence and
intelligence, cruise and luxury yachting. Our comprehensive range of antenna
systems includes satellite TV, VSAT, Global Xpress and FleetBroadband solutions.
Our Innovation Center in Seoul, Korea, is capable of producing more stabilised
antenna systems than any other facility in the world, which has enabled us to
more than meet rapidly emerging demand. The facility also houses a significant
portion of our R&D, testing, support and training functions, so we’ve got a lot of
key teams situated for close interaction on a daily basis, which ultimately yields
far better results. When we host training events at this facility, it’s always a great
pleasure to see the look on peoples’ faces when they realise they are really
getting access to the full factory level details.
We have built up a global support network that is trained to the same standard
as our own engineers. This gives customers peace of mind that help is there
whenever it is needed. We also provide extensive training for our customers so
that they can get the very best out of their antenna systems, plus a three year
warranty on all our products.
As a company, we are completely user-focused and we approach connectivity
challenges with this in mind. We very much believe in new ideas that can help to
connect and inspire people. This is where our passion as a company lies.

GMC
Q&A
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Sometimes it’s the kind of high-tech innovation you often hear
about, for example our multiband antennas systems, or
advanced remote support and diagnostic capability.
Other times it’s much less sophisticated innovation - simply
the way we design our crates for quick easy installation, that we
print clear labels on every cable, connector and component of
the antenna, or that we maintain stock in three global logistics
centres to enable rapid deployment when needed. Those things
are not really all that exciting to talk about, but in many ways
they have just as much of an impact on the overall customer
experience, so that’s all part of our focus.
GMC: What can you tell us about Intellian’s key markets,
and how have they changed over the years?
Edward Joannides: Intellian’s key market sectors have seen a
significant change over the now 13 years we have been in
business. The digital transformation of vessels across the
maritime industry has revolutionised the way that merchant fleet
operators, the oil and gas business, recreational boat owners
and the military operate. VSAT broadband drives the ‘office at
sea,’ the ‘digital ship,’ the ‘digital oilfield,’ and even the ‘digital
battlespace,’ for that matter.
Connectivity enables a plethora of applications that
streamline daily operations and ultimately drive meaningful cost
savings. It connects the offshore asset with HQ beyond just
emailing reports back and forth, but rather incorporates offshore,
mobile assets into the standard enterprise IT infrastructure
where the real efficiencies can be generated.
That’s an important point, because there can be a tendency
to think of better connectivity as meaning more data going from
shore to ship – higher fidelity weather data, improved
navigational or route planning information. Even increased media
traffic to support crew welfare, which is incredibly important, is
all data coming to the ship.
One should note, however, that improved connectivity also
means an increased flow of data going from ship to shore, or
ship to cloud as the case may be. This is incredibly valuable to
commercial maritime and will prove vital in enabling the industry
to innovate its way out of what are currently challenging times
from an economic perspective. It’s even more valuable, even
essential, to the global military community in the context of
ongoing efforts to continuously improve intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance (ISR) missions when speed and low latency
are critical for ‘real-time’ decision making.

GX100PM set
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GMC: Where does Intellian see itself in the market compared
with its competitors? What makes it stand apart?
Edward Joannides: For starters, we are the market share
leader, so that is one way in which we stand apart. That alone is
really not telling the full story, however. It’s more about how we
came to secure that positon in such a relatively short period of
time that explains the difference between Intellian and all the
rest.
Just this past year, we conducted some third-party brand
research in an effort to see a bit of a report card on how we are
doing from the market’s perspective. The results were really quite
eye opening. Clearly, we are viewed as the leading innovator in
the industry, and as a collection of engineers and generally very
technology driven people, we are of course very proud of that
fact.
What also came to the surface rather clearly, however, was
that we are seen as a company in this very traditional,
engineering-driven industry, with whom people simply prefer to
do business. We are open, we are amenable to change, we are
eager to invest alongside our valued partners in developing
products and/or new capabilities that we believe will ultimately
drive adoption of VSAT technology in new and exciting ways.
GMC: What solutions does Intellian provide to the defence
sector, and how does its programme differ to the commercial
sector?
Edward Joannides: The Defence sector has been a growing
area for us. From the beginning, we did have a number of
engagements with various MoDs and DoDs around the world.
Of course, just like commercial ships, military ships need to
keep crew happy as well, so our TV systems have found their
way onto a number of ‘greyish coloured’ vessels around the world
over the years.
As we expanded into VSAT, though, the interest has really
increased in pace very quickly. In 2015, we released a product
called the v100PM, which is essentially a hardened, militarygrade version of our flagship product, the v100. It comes offthe-shelf certified to MIL-STD 167-A and MIL-STD 461-F. It is
also capable of meeting MIL-STD 810-F upon request. The
system operates in Ku-band and offers a simple and easy path
for conversion to Ka-band operation once installed though a
convenient upgrade kit.
The upgrade process takes as little as 10 minutes and is
executed without removing the antenna from the ship, or even
lifting the radome, for that matter. Everything is designed with
ease-of-use in mind. The v100PM is used by a few different
government customers today, most notably the US Army
Watercraft Service.
Once upgraded to Ka-band operation, the v100PM becomes
what we call a GX100PM. The GX100PM is the world’s first and
only 1m military grade terminal approved for use on the Inmarsat
GX network. Since Ka-band is such a major topic in the military
world these days, the system has been in testing by a number
of different government agencies for months now. All of the
feedback is positive, and it seems just a matter of time before
the programme offices begin to float formal RFPs to get these
systems aboard ships.
Beyond the standard 1m form factor in either Ku or Ka-bands,
we have also developed some pilot products for the Korean
Military operating in X-band. Our v60X is a 65cm X-band product
capable of delivering outstanding performance in a very
convenient little form factor. That pedestal is even more
hardened, having already been certified to MIL-STD 901-D.
Beyond the smaller sized systems, Intellian is known in the
commercial market for our focus on multiband capabilities. Our
v240M is currently gaining tremendous popularity in both the
oil and gas sectors, as well as the global cruise industry. Like
military and defence users, both these markets require the widest
set of global capabilities available in a single antenna. They
want total interoperability with as many satellite constellations
as possible to ensure the best available data speeds at any
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location on the globe. The v240M is a 2.4m system which
automatically switches between Ku and C-band with the push
of a button. Switching takes about 20 seconds to acquire full
modem lock in a new network. It was the first of its kind on the
market and offers superior RF performance in both bands to
any other competing product today.
The world’s largest cruise operator has now adopted this
technology as the bedrock of their communications strategy
going forward, which as one can imagine will require massive
amounts of throughput to keep up with passenger and
operational demand. Oil and gas companies are seeing this
product as a key enabler of the ‘digital oilfield’ going forward, so
once again, Intellian seems to have identified a key market
problem and provided the right solution.
Later this year, we will roll out a triband version of this system,
which will include full operation in Ku, C and now Ka-band as
well. The interesting thing about the Ka-band capability is that it
will cover the full 2.5GHz of commercial Ka, meaning that the
system will be interoperable with all Ka-band satellite services
going forward. The pedestal will also support MEO satellite
tracking, which is why we are now calling this new capability “Kany.” We have already been approached by some of the world’s
largest navies to begin studying the feasibility of developing a
triband system that may have a slightly different configuration,
including military Ka, commercial Ka and X-band, for example.
GMC: What major trends have you observed in the defence
sector in recent years, and how has Intellian addressed
these?
Edward Joannides: One of the key market dynamics we see
in the defence and intelligence space is that budgets are shifting
around and operational requirements are constantly evolving.
For the Five Eyes countries in particular, the topic of Wideband
Global Satcom (WGS) is very present with a number of major
ongoing studies underway to determine how best to move
forward. Can commercial satellites offer a better value? Should
governments continue to fund their own constellations?
These are extremely important and relevant questions, but
one of the challenges they pose is that without a clear direction,

the effect on adoption of next generation solutions is rather
stifling. As one might expect, geopolitical realities are not
cooperating by waiting for these questions to be answered, so
in many cases war fighters are being forced to do a lot more
than they used to with very little bandwidth.
Taking the refugee crisis currently impacting nations in
Southern Europe as an example, the Civil Defence Forces and
Coast Guards operating in the Aegean and Mediterranean are
now doing more active Police work than ever before. Waves of
refuges must be processed, finger printed, background checked,
and all of that really needs to be happening as near to real time
as possible from a security standpoint. All of it is incredibly data
intensive as well, so doing this all through conventional satcoms
systems is really stretching not only capabilities, but also budgets
in many cases.
Earlier we discussed the v100PM and GX100PM. The entire
PM series is really meant to be thought of as a long-term
communications platform. Not unlike Lego’s building blocks, a
v100PM can operate in commercial Ku-band today, leveraging
some really interesting high throughput Ku-band capacity from
the likes of Intelsat EPIC and others for example, and could be
reconfigured for Global Xpress or even WGS functionality down
the road.
Another important trend that is very evident in the defense
sector is the use of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products.
COTS systems are able to meet the demands of strict military
communications requirements on very short development
cycles, enabling the military to get much-needed connectivity
to theatre in a fraction of the time of proprietary networks and
equipment.
The PM series, as an example, is not quite 100 percent
COTS as compared to our standard commercial product line.
Understandably there are more stringent testing requirements
and environmental specifications. Some different materials must
be used to deliver the right results and that carries some
additional cost, but it is really quite minimal. In our case, nearly
90 percent of the components are the same as our commercial
product line, so government customers are definitely benefiting
from that volume and scale of production.

Korean Navy. Photo courtesy of Intellian
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GMC: Are there any particular challenges in the defence
market that Intellian or its customers must address?
Edward Joannides: In terms of challenges, the defence market
is constantly looking to lower costs. Budgets are tight, and have
been so for some time. So, cost is a major consideration for any
MoD looking for maritime or land VSAT capability. In addition,
systems must be rugged, reliable and able to deliver guaranteed
high performance in the most difficult of conditions with nominal
maintenance. Antenna systems must also be simple to use by
staff that have minimal knowledge of satellite antenna systems.
The challenge is to achieve all of that while also providing
the widest set of options. Programme offices love the idea of
investing in a capability today that can adapt and evolve
throughout its operational lifetime. This is rarely truer than onboard ships.
The amount of paperwork and approval involved in changing
a vessel’s mast configuration is astounding. The ability to keep
a system installed with only a few RF components to swap in or
out to go from one mode of operation to the next is highly
appealing. We are squarely focused on delivering that exact
capability.
GMC: In November 2016, Intellian launched a 1m militarygrade maritime terminal approved by Inmarsat for Global
Xpress. What can you tell us about the development of the
first-ever military-grade GX maritime system, and how will
it benefit defence forces?
Edward Joannides: The GX100PM is the first 1m, military grade

maritime terminal, Type Approved for use on Inmarsat’s Global
Xpress network. It is compatible with Inmarsat’s Global Xpress
‘SATCOM as a Service’ capability, which allows maritime users
to access seamless reliable commercial wideband connectivity
delivered as managed service worldwide.
The GX100PM is based on Intellian’s v100PM, a 1m Kuband military-grade antenna currently deployed on government
vessels around the world. The new GX100PM terminal delivers
outstanding Ka-band performance and is ideal for the budgetconscious MoDs of today as it leverages the cost-savings and
production volume of our commercial grade 1m platform. It
delivers reliable, robust and resilient performance, which, as
we have mentioned is absolutely key to military users. The
system also meets military standards for weight, vibration and
magnetic performance. The GX100PM also features a modular
conversion kit, making it highly flexible over its operational
lifetime.
GMC: What do you expect Intellian to achieve in 2017 and
beyond?
Edward Joannides: This year, Intellian will roll out our very first
land mobile terminal. This will be a quick-deploy, auto-acquire
system – known as a flyaway. The system will initially come to
market in a 1m form factor for operation in Ku-band. Like nearly
all of our other products, it will present a clear and easy path to
Ka-band operation as well. The system will meet all necessary
MIL-STD requirements and will specifically target the military
market.
GMC

M80 Stiletto. Photo courtesy of Intellian
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Swarm45 in action. Photo courtesy of Paradigm

Meeting the military’s mobility and
connectivity demands with VSAT
Secure and effective networks are key to a successful military communications system. The speed, security and
coverage of satellite communications are continuously being improved by commercial solution providers to integrate
new technologies and to meet government and military requirements. Here, Ulf Sandberg, Managing Director at Paradigm,
outlines some typical field scenarios and how they have influenced product development at Paradigm.
Examining typical field scenarios, the first two scenarios
are similar in that they both require a communication system
which is mobile, able to handle high data rates, and quick to
assemble and point, while the second two scenarios detail more
specific requirements where size, weight and power (SWaP) is
of the utmost import.
We can begin with the requirements of a first response team
in an emergency environment. Frequently, the military are first
on the scene in disaster-struck areas; whether man-made or
natural. Rapid, reliable and ultra portable communication
systems are vital for aiding the survivors, and need to be simple
enough to be used by untrained operators who have other key
tasks to focus on. Time taken to transport, assemble and point
a system is critical and has to be kept to a minimum. The sooner
the world can see pictures and receive up-to-the-minute
information on the situation, the sooner the rescue and aid
organisations can respond.
The second scenario describes a requirement for the
reconnaissance of a remote desert area in the Middle East by a
small advance team needing to feed information back to HQ,
ahead of a larger scale base setup. On reaching each potential
site, the advance team needs an ultra-portable satcom system
which they can assemble in minutes, then point and acquire the
satellite just as quickly. Travelling light is critical. There’s no room
for bulky and heavy auto-acquire motors and controllers. The
information sent back about infrastructure, geographical features
and identified risk areas needs a high throughput connection
which can handle large quantities of data quickly and efficiently.
In another instance over in Africa, peace-keeping military
operations have long faced the challenge of sabotage to their
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communications due to the very real threat of piracy in the region.
Secure communications are consequently critical to the success
of any mission or manoeuvre. Previous solutions to this have
had to rely on the installation and setup of telecommunication
hubs, which connect a satellite network to a terrestrial network
for backhaul to other regions. Such a solution represents a major
cost and time investment. Installation of a telecommunications
hub involves lengthy logistical planning, licensing and

Ulf Sandberg, Managing Director at Paradigm
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The ultra-portable Swarm45 VSAT terminal and
mount fits easily into a manpack

transportation as well as a significant commitment of manpower.
An alternative solution that would reduce any of these factors
represents a substantial step forward in efficiency. However,
the alternative would need to provide high enough throughput
rates, ease-of-use and reliability of service.
Finally, a covert operation involves the close surveillance of
a building in order to supply 24-7 visual records of personnel
arriving and leaving. The site is located in a busy city environment
with high volumes of vehicular traffic, high density, tall
commercial buildings and a track record of volatility and
insurgence. The satellite communication solution needs to be
highly discreet; if a terminal or antenna is visible in this sort of
unpredictable environment, it immediately becomes a target for
hostile forces. Plus, the satellite terminal needs to be able to
provide high enough data rates to handle the transfer of large
video and photographic files. Consequently, this situation and
many others like it need a communication solution which
provides global coverage and answers the critical size, weight
and power (SWaP) issues.
Developing innovative solutions for the defence market
Over time, these scenarios and many others like them have
presented themselves to Paradigm. The company’s many years
of integration and development experience in satellite
communications place it in an ideal position to respond. It was
clear that the emergence of high throughput satellites (HTS)
would provide VSATs with the bandwidth and cost reduction to
become an option for these kinds of situations. However, the
VSAT pointing process was still too complicated for it to be an
ideal solution.
So, Paradigm’s design engineers appraised the simplicity
and portability of equipment already used in these situations,
such as BGAN (provided by Inmarsat, where a laptop-sized
terminal can be used to connect via a low data rate link from
remote locations) and compared it with VSAT setup and SWaP.
Of particular interest was the set-up, point and re-deploy
process.
From this assessment, Paradigm has developed the Outdoor
PIM (Paradigm Interface Module), a common terminal interface
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controller for many different types of VSATs. It minimises the
need for training with simplicity by using audio and visual cues
to point a VSAT terminal and control transmission – all achieved
with three buttons and a cross-hair target of LEDs. No screen to
smash or freeze. No heavy, bulky motors or controllers to weigh
it down. The PIM is extremely rugged, weatherproof and very
portable – all critical for global use in remote and demanding
environments such as the ones outlined above.
Next, Paradigm took on the challenge of designing a VSAT
terminal around the PIM which was ultra-portable, highly discreet
and quick to deploy and stow; factors demanded by the scenarios
outlined earlier. The aim was to design a VSAT terminal that
could be carried as airline hand luggage, be setup and
operational by an unskilled user in less than five minutes, and
still deliver high data rates for video and image transmission.
Better still, with Inmarsat’s Global Xpress, provide a terminal
which can be re-deployed anywhere in the world without the
requirement to contact the service provider.
The Swarm45, released onto the market in 2016, meets all
these requirements and more. It’s a low-profile, 45cm flat panel
terminal with performance comparable to a 65cm parabolic
antenna. It is designed around the PIM for easy pointing and
packs down into a lightweight manpack or hard case. Crucially,
both packaging options are compliant as airline carry-on
baggage. The flat panel design is reliable and greatly increases
wet performance when compared to a parabolic design. This is
due to the signal passing through the antenna only once. It also
sheds water easily and avoids water pooling. It can operate in
X, Ku-band or Ka-band, and is already compliant and used on
many HTS (High Throughput Satellite) networks including Avanti,
Inmarsat’s Global Xpress and Telenor’s Thor 7. This level of
global coverage and band flexibility, coupled with the
considerable reduction in the average cost per Mbps of HTS
bandwidth over FSS (Fixed Satellite Services) means that a
satcom terminal such as the Swarm45 is a straightforward, costeffective and innovative solution for the defence market. GMC

Compact batteryDiscreet, low-profile Paradigm
Swarm45 with manpack
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Serving government and
military users
Founded in 2001, XTAR was the first commercial entity to provide X-band
satellite services in the world. Today, the company exclusively serves
government and military users, and is currently exploring its expansion
options by engaging with government policy makers and military acquisition
authorities to ensure its new systems fully address emerging user needs.
Amy Saunders spoke with Philip Harlow, XTAR’s President and COO, to
find out more about the company’s operations, latest developments, and
outlook for the future.

Philip Harlow, XTAR’s President
and COO

XTAR is a trusted commercial satellite
operator exclusively providing services in
the X-band frequency range, which is the
communications cornerstone of today's
military, diplomatic, humanitarian and
emergency disaster response operations.
A privately-owned and operated company,
XTAR suppor ts the critical satellite
communications needs of
governments around the world through its
two X-band payloads.
With its high-powered 72MHz transponders and global, fixed and steerable
beams, XTAR provides over 4GB of costeffective, flexible, secure X-band capacity
with coverage from Denver east to
Singapore. The system can accommodate
massive wideband data requirements and
provides overlapping coverage with
regional redundancy for increased service
and reliability.
XTAR bandwidth is not applicationspecific;
it can support and transmit to any one of
the primary architectures used by
government agencies today, including
fixed-to-fixed, tactical-to-tactical, reachback, broadcast and airborne platforms.

GMC: Can you provide an overview of XTAR’s development since its
founding, and its decision to focus exclusively on government and military
users?
Philip Harlow: The decision to provide service in X-band (and thus to government
users only) was a function of the environment when the company was formed in
2001. At that time, DSCS was the only X-band that the DoD had access to, and
the only additional X-band, Transformational Satellite (TSAT) fleet was on the
drawing board. The Wideband Gapfiller Satellites (original WGS acronym) were
conceived to bridge the gap, and that is where XTAR saw the market for our
services. X-band is clearly a key asset for military users, given its significant
technical and operational advantages. We were there to fill the gap starting in
2004, three years ahead of WGS’s first launch in 2007.
The significance of X-band has taken firm hold with the user community, and
now is recognized across the world as an essential element in military and
government communications. Not only has the Gapfiller program become
permanent and grown to 10 satellites (original WGS funded for three satellites),
with X-band now readily available across the globe to US military and government
users, other countries and commercial companies have followed suit. The British,
French, German, Italian and Spanish governments all have a formal X-band
capability, and in other parts of the world, the Japanese, Koreans, Australians
and others have significant programs in this frequency band. Telesat Canada
and Optus Australia have hosted X-band payloads on their satellites. Luxembourg,
in partnership with SES, has invested hundreds of millions of Euros into GovSat,
an initiative that will likely expand beyond its initial satellite with time.
It is absolutely true that XTAR has a singular focus on government and military
users. Not only is the frequency band reserved by the ITU for government use
only, XTAR believes that only by this focus can we properly service the government
users that have come to rely upon our responsiveness and dedication to their
missions.
I have worked for a number of satellite companies where the tension between
the commercial and government sides of the business does not always result in
the best deal for the government user. In some cases, the US Government was

GMC
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paying high premiums over what commercial customers could
expect to pay. So, at XTAR, we retain this singular focus on the
government user - their success translates into our success.
GMC: XTAR operates entirely in X-band; how did the
company come to make this decision, and what benefits
does X-band provide compared with other frequencies?
Philip Harlow: There are clear technical and operational
advantages of X-band. Frankly, before I came to XTAR, I had
looked at X-band simply as the same old stuff as C-band used
to be: Large antennas, point-to-point fixed infrastructure-type
communications. At first glance, nothing new. What we have
come to figure out is how interesting, and even exciting X-band
can be. In this more mobile world, where size, weight and power
(SWAP) always pose significant constraints, X-band is proving
itself to be a highly versatile and robust capability - and users
are starting to appreciate that very much.
Most of the technical advantages come from the satellite
spacing - X-band satellites are not subject to the same adjacent
satellite coordination constraints as the commercial bands, and
X-band satellites reside at least four degrees apart in space.
This translates into the ability to transmit and receive into very
small antennas at very high data rates, without interference from
adjacent satellites. When we talk about the sub-1m antenna
platforms, we can achieve 10Mbps and more from mobile
platforms like maritime vessels and aircraft, and from small manpack terminals that are set up in moments by remote users.
“Science never lies” – X-band’s other significant advantage
is its resistance to rain fade. X-band simply doesn’t attenuate
anywhere near as much as Ku-band, and certainly significantly
less than Ka-band, making X-band virtually weatherproof. Often,
Ku-band needs 3-4dB of additional power to keep the links
available, and at Ka-band, this link margin has to be at least
8dB higher. This means at Ku-band and Ka-band, the user has
to buy much more satellite capacity (bandwidth or power) which
means it’s more expensive.
Often, with Ku-band and Ka-band, to get high data rates to/
from small antennas, the signal has to use spread spectrum
techniques to make sure the signal can close. XTAR can achieve
all of the above advantages without using spread spectrum
techniques, which means the links are effective, but also maintain
bandwidth efficiencies that result in much lower total costs to
the user.
Operationally, there are factors that make this part of the
spectrum attractive to a government and military user. The user
base being solely government/military users, the operating
environment lends itself to requiring smooth operations. There
are no commercial users on our satellites - period. The users
are all typically well trained, so accidental interference can
quickly be isolated, is minimized and under the control of that
government. Consequently, satellite news gathering trucks,
Internet cafes or household consumers can be isolated in
general frequency bands leaving X-band free to provide reliable,
available and critical communications to government and military
users only.
GMC: What services does XTAR provide to its military and
government customers, and how do they compare with
competitor offerings?
Philip Harlow: XTAR’s users have come to rely on us to address
complex requirements in addition to the provision of satellite
bandwidth. First, we have a number of partners who know how
to provide the whole end-to-end solution, and we are able to
step in where we can anchor services. When we first got started,
no one really knew how to use us. Commercial teleports were
very few and far between, and getting licenses was a challenge
- simply because no one had done this before. We’ve now
cracked this, and there are a number of teleports that are fully
capable and licensed to provide services using XTAR’s satellites.
It’s no longer the mystery it once was.
Second, we have a number of partners who manufacture X-
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band equipment. Seven years ago, when I first took the position
at XTAR, X-band equipment was significantly more expensive
than Ku-band equipment. This is no longer the case;
manufacturers are making much more X-band equipment,
bringing down costs, the military is buying many more dualand tri-band terminals, and the need for smaller and smaller
terminals for SWAP challenges are driving manufacturers to
invest more in their X-band terminal developments. These factors
make X-band equipment competitive with Ku-band and other
frequency bands’ equipment. In fact, for a recent proposal
submitted by XTAR we found the X-band equipment option to
be less expensive than the Ku-band alternative.
Third, we constantly flex to meet the needs of the user, but
unlike a government satellite, we are able to customize our
solutions. It’s not the case where XTAR has a particular product
and a particular business approach. We recognize that we are
a relatively small part of the whole mission set, and thus we try
to ensure that we don’t impose any unnecessary obstacles in
the way of the mission. So, we adjust our approach for each
application and to each procurement action without trying to
force our users to conform to our business model. In some cases,
that means supporting our integrator partners in their provision
of services to the end-user. In others, it is providing access to
the spacecraft for ad-hoc or for short term missions or training
exercises.
GMC: Where do you see the most growth in the government
and military communications markets right now?
Philip Harlow: Mobility. Mobility. Mobility. There is a clear
demand for everything to be more accessible, compact and
faster for applications that are fully mobile. This is driven by
airborne in particular, which is a key vertical for XTAR. We are
working with terminal manufacturers and users to solve technical
and operational problems that are unique to mobile missions. Xband shines above any other frequency band with small
antennas: High throughput is reliably achievable. And this is a
key differentiator of X-band. When using terminals 1.2m and
smaller on land, sea, and air, X-band should be the first thing
that comes to the user’s mind.
GMC: Which trends and challenges are emerging in XTAR’s
key markets, and how is the company addressing them?
Philip Harlow: The largest challenge is where we are successful.
This may sound counter-intuitive, but bear with me. Where our
users have had good experiences with XTAR, and identified the
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advantages of X-band, they want more. In the DoD, if anyone
asks for X-band, they are immediately steered to WGS - clearly
not the best for XTAR. However, we recognize that WGS is a
core asset for DoD, and military users should go there first if
they want X-band. When they cannot get what they need for
their mission for whatever reason (higher priority users get first
dibs, coverage where they need it is lacking, or simply the
amount of bandwidth they need is not available), XTAR is always
ready to welcome those users back. In a lot of cases, where our
users have newer terminals (sub-1m), WGS is not very
welcoming. Where these terminals provide an operational
mission improvement, and those newer terminals don’t yet have
WGS certification, XTAR welcomes them - our certification
process is much simpler, and much faster than the WGS process.
In fact, I think we have tested pretty much every X-band terminal
there is out there before they even start any WGS certification
process.
GMC: In July 2016, XTAR and Ball Aerospace partnered to
demonstrate Ball’s X-band hatch-mounted flat panel
antenna for the US Air Force. How will these new antennas
and others like them improve military and government
operations?
Philip Harlow: Size, weight and power (SWAP) is a key element
in enabling missions where the platform needs to be smaller,
faster and more maneuverable. These flat panel antennas make
a great deal of sense - they are smaller, with no moving parts,
and can provide service on almost any mobile platform out there.
With the Ball Aerospace tests, we achieved remarkable
performance results, and I think this is going to be a true gamechanger. Other manufacturers are following suit with the
development of flat panel or other similar techniques to keep
the SWAP within the limits of the mission platform. For airborne
missions, in particular, the flat panel antennas are going to make
a significant impact. Manufacturers are also seeing the value in
offering their airborne customers multi-band options, where a
Ku-band antenna today can work in X-band tomorrow with some
quick, easy adjustments right there in the area of operation.
GMC: XTAR is reportedly making plans for its nextgeneration satellite constellation. How has this project
progressed so far, and what new capabilities is the company
considering for these satellites?
Philip Harlow: We have certainly started thinking about the
next generation. With the DoD’s Wideband Analysis of
Alternatives (AoA) now underway, we are keenly awaiting

feedback on how the DoD is going to approach its future
architecture. We see the need for commercial satellites to have
a number of key enhancements when supporting DoD missions
of the future. We are starting to see the anti-satellite capabilities
of potential adversaries in space - the US no longer dominates
space the way it once did, so we need to improve mission
assurance for the future. This will mean additional features to
deal with the potential threats - jamming and interference
mitigation are clearly big talking points. The ability to move
beams, to shape beams, to notch out the source of interference,
the cyber-posture for the satellites and ground infrastructure,
and geolocation capabilities - all of these things will need to be
clearly addressed with the new satellites.
We are also looking at where XTAR goes next. Clearly the
X-band market has been robust and good for XTAR, but we
recognize that X-band is not the only good solution out there,
and that for some applications, other frequency bands are
perfectly capable of meeting mission objectives. In addition to
X-band, we have access to the military Ka-band rights for both
orbital slots (29 degrees EL and 30 degrees WL), and have a
number of users asking when we are going to be able to support
them with those payloads. The other thing is the gap in the Pacific
- we are under increasing customer pressure to fill that gap - we
have US users and users from the region waiting for us to get
there, so those plans are underway.
We have plenty of runway on the current satellites, end of
life for both is 2021 and beyond, so we have time to decide
exactly which technologies and capabilities we’ll include on the
new satellites. In the meantime, we’ll continue to grow the
business, particularly in the airborne vertical, and be able to
offer even more effective service once we get to the new fleet.
GMC: What’s on the horizon for XTAR for the rest of 2017
and beyond?
Philip Harlow: 2017 is a year for growth. We have a great team,
and a loyal set of users that just love the advantages they get
from working with XTAR. Even as troops have been withdrawn
from Iraq and Afghanistan, we have been steadily increasing
our market share and we’re going to build on that success. We
are a small operator - just two satellites, so our market presence
is in niche applications with a small subset of users where our
flavour of X-band makes sense. We’ve never expected to simply
poach business from the large Ku-band networks, those fixed
networks are well-served by Ku-band. We’re focused on users
who require mission-critical capabilities and situations in which
X-band has crucial advantages.
GMC
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The Sea-based, X-band Radar (SBX 1) is seen as it transits the waters of Joint Base Pearl Harbour-Hickam, Hawaii, US.
Credit Daniel Barker/US Navy/Handout via REUTERS

Transmit, reflect, detect
Radar is a highly-effective system that has been providing data for military, defence, aviation and meteorological
applications, among others, for more than 50 years now. While more refined and more accurate systems have been
developed over the years, the fundamental concept remains largely unchanged. Here, we take a look at how radar is
being used for defence applications today, and the latest application developments in the field.
Radar was developed for military applications before and
during World War II, as an object-detection system that uses
radio waves to determine the angle, range and velocity of objects.
Radar can be used to detect spacecraft, guided missiles, motor
vehicles, aircraft, weather formations and terrain, among others.
Radar systems include a transmitter that produces
electromagnetic waves in the radio or microwave spectrum,
transmitting and receiving antennas, a receiver, and a processor.
Pulsed or continuous waves from the transmitter reflect off the
object and return to the receiver to provide information about
the object’s speed and location.
Radar, like satellite, is one of those technologies that has
truly lasted the test of time, and provides enough value across
different applications that the market is still growing today.
According to ReportsnReports’ ‘The Global Military Radar Market
2016-2026’ report, the global military radar market, valued at
US$15.5 billion in 2016, is expected to grow at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 1.84 percent until 2026 to reach
US$18.6 billion. The market is expected to be dominated by
airborne radar systems, accounting for 28 percent of the market
share; ground-based (25 percent), naval (20 percent), sonar
(15 percent), and space-based (11 percent) systems comprise
the remaining five market segments. During the forecast period,
North America is expected to remain the dominant market region
with a 36 percent share, followed by Asia-Pacific and Europe,
with 26 percent and 23 percent shares respectively. Demand
through to 2026 is expected to be driven primarily by the growth
in unmanned platforms and modernisation of existing radar
systems.
Providing vital intelligence
Intelligence provides the fundamental basis for every military
operation. With it, decision-makers can devise plans based on
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a solid understanding of potential threats and opportunities in
the world around them. Intelligence comes from many sources,
including publicly-available information like population data,
newspapers, commercial weapons data, through to more
proprietary information, such as high resolution imagery, private
documents and covert eavesdropping. Radar, too, can provide
a great deal of intelligence information, including accurate
environmental data of surrounding terrain and enemy weapon
systems. Most governments today include radar as a vital source
of intelligence.
In January 2017, it emerged that the Pentagon had deployed
a high-tech military radar to look out for possible North Korean
intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) test launches. The seabased X-band radar (SBX) can track long-range missile
launches, and was deployed to a location some 2,000 miles
Northwest of Hawaii. The radar can only be deployed for limited
periods, requiring decision-makers to calculate the optimal times
for use.
“The SBX’s current deployment is not based on any credible
threat; however, we cannot discuss specifics for this particular
mission while it is underway,” said Commander Gary Ross,
spokesperson for the Pentagon. Defence Secretary Ash Carter
has stated that while threatening missiles will be intercepted,
non-threatening missiles will likely be observed to gather
intelligence from the flight, saving interceptor inventory and
providing data.
Russia is another major user of radar for military and defence
purposes. The country established a new radar facility called
Sopka-2 on Wrangel Island in the Arctic to bolster Russia’s land
and air borders at the end of 2016. The Russian military
established a base there in 2014, manufactured from modules
complete with everything required for long-term habitation.
“A new radar array complex, Sopka-2, entered service on
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Wrangel Island in 2016. The main mission of the radar is
acquiring, generalising and analysing of aerial situation in the
Arctic region,” said Alexander Gordeev, Eastern Military District’s
spokesperson.
Equipped with a protective cupola, Sopka-2 can operate in
the harshest weather conditions, including sub-zero
temperatures as low as -40 degrees C. The radar system can
control civilian air traffic, monitor aerospace for potentially hostile
targets, and provide meteorological data.
The base and its new radar facility are part of a major plan
to cover Russia’s northern borders with a network of military
bases, airfields, radar stations and command and control sites,
and explore the Arctic region.
Investing in stealth
Stealth has played a key role in military and governmental
programmes for as long as they have existed. As the years,
have gone by, stealth technologies have become increasingly
advanced, making it harder than ever before for the enemy to
target our aircraft, maritime vessels and stationary assets.
In January 2017, Bell Helicopter announced plans to explore
innovative ways to reduce the radar signature of its nextgeneration V-280 Valor tilt-rotor aircraft, which is expected to be
operational by the 2030s. The project is not being described as
a stealth aircraft, although stealthy characteristics are a major
focus. These include IR heat supressing systems for the engines
and exhaust, reducing the need to use jamming technologies
to confuse enemy radar, as well as fuselage contour
constructions that will make the V-280 less targetable.
“We will definitely employ some passive measures in terms
of how we shape the aircraft, to make it invisible. The key is not
to be able to target it and reduce the signature passively so
radar sweeps do not see anything. In the end, you do not want
to get detected or engaged,” Vince Tobin, Vice President of
Advanced Tiltrotor Systems at Bell Helicopter, told local media.
The new V-280 Valor is part of the Army’s Joint Multi-Role
Technology Demonstrator programme that will establish
requirements and pave the way towards a new Future Vertical

Lift aircraft designed to meet new requirements. A demonstrator
aircraft is expected to perform test flights in November 2017,
with many more developments expected before the official
launch in the 2030s.
Adding new dimensions
One step ahead of traditional radar, 3D radar systems provide
coverage in three dimensions, ideal for air defence, surveillance
and weather monitoring applications. Within the military sector,
3D radar delivers great value in providing the perfect intercept
point.
In January 2016, BAE Systems completed three years of
sea-based trials of its Artisan 3D radar system on the Royal
Navy’s Type 23 Frigates, proving its capabilities in an operational
environment. Artisan 3D can monitor more than 800 objects
simultaneously from 200-200,000m away, cutting through
interference equal to 10,000 mobile phone signals.
“Artisan 3D is a ground-breaking radar system that delivers
real capability to the Royal Navy with its supreme accuracy and
uncompromising tracking. Its world-leading electronic protection
measure ensures that even complex jammers will not reduce
its effectiveness,” said Les Gregory, Director for Products and
Training Services at BAE Systems. “Artisan 3D has now been
extensively tested, demonstrating high performance with
significant flexibility to meet current and future threats. It provides
air and surface surveillance and target tracking to support
platform and weapon system requirements on a wide range of
platforms. BAE Systems is proud to continue its record of
providing the most advanced radar capabilities to the Royal
Navy.”
Under a £105 million contract, BAE Systems will develop,
manufacture and provide support for 19 of the radars for the
Royal Navy until 2022. All 19 Artisan 3D systems will be delivered
to the Ministry of Defence (MoD) by the middle of 2017. On top
of the 11 frigates so far, Artisan 3D has also been installed on
HMS Queen Elizabeth, a new aircraft carrier due into Portsmouth
later in 2017. It will also be fitted on a second new aircraft carrier,
HMS Prince of Wales, two more frigates, and a landing platform

Manufacturer’s photo of Sopka-2 facility at an unidentified location. Credit lemz.ru
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BAE Systems’ Artisan 3D radar system has successfully completed three years of sea-based trials on the Royal Navy’s
Type 23 frigates.

dock assault ship. Further trials will take place before each of
the Artisan 3D systems goes into service.
“Artisan is a highly capable radar, providing record breaking
track detection ranges against complex and demanding threats.
This contract demonstrates how DE&S, industry and the Royal
Navy are working collaboratively to deliver cutting-edge
equipment, vital in supporting and protecting our Armed Forces,”
said Jonathan Barratt, Head of the Complex Weapons Team at
the MOD’s Defence Equipment and Support.
The US Coast Guard also sees the value in 3D radar
systems. Airbus Defence and Space and Airbus DS Electronics
and Border Security GmbH (EBS) are currently under contract
to provide the TRS-3D Baseline D multi-mode radar (MMR) for
the US Coast Guard’s ninth National Security Cutter (NSC). The
TRS-3D Baseline D, designated AN/SPS-75, uses Gallium
Nitride (GaN) technology to deliver robust performance while
improving reliability and options for future development.
“The AN/SPS-75 is the right choice to meet Coast Guard
requirements for a multi-mode radar,” said Mike Cosentino,
President of Airbus Defence and Space. “It is currently meeting
operational requirements and is consistent with Coast Guard
investments in training infrastructure ashore, as well as with
their existing sustainment programme.”
The TRS-3D delivers three-dimensional multi-mode naval
radar for air and surface surveillance, target acquisition, selfdefence, aircraft control and gunfire support. It automatically
detects and tracks all types of air and sea targets. The AN/SPS75’s solid state system design reduces maintenance costs and
increases reliability, rendering it an affordable solution.
Overcoming interference challenges
One of the pitfalls of relying on radar is the detection of interfering
objects. Windfarms, for example, provide a promising solution
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for green energy projects, but the massive turbines are visible
to radar systems, meaning they can only be constructed in a
limited number of locations.
In January 2017, QinetiQ announced the construction of
stealth wind turbines, which have a minimal radar presence, for
an energy company. EDF was initially refused permission to
build a windfarm near Perpignan, France, because the towers
and rotating blades interfere with radar systems used for weather
forecasts. The company turned to QinetiQ for a solution, which
duly designed and constructed a windfarm with 35 x 400ft
turbines which appear as only 4ft high on radar systems.
“We first started looking at this more than a decade ago
because UK onshore windfarms were getting turned down on
planning applications because of worries about turbines affecting
air defence radars,” said David Moore, Director of Research
Services at QinetiQ. “We had experience in making other things
look smaller to radar for the military, so we thought we could
use it in other areas.”
Wind turbine blades cause a major challenge since they
can’t be significantly altered without losing efficiency, while a
coating would significantly increase the weight of the blades.
As such, QinetiQ designed blades made of composite materials
that absorb radar waves, transforming them into heat, while a
cladding was built around the towers and generators to make
them invisible to radar. The structures were produced by wind
turbine manufacturer Vestas.
QinetiQ is now looking at the broader market for other
potential commercial applications that could benefit from stealth,
including air traffic control and computer data centres. “Stealth is
all about channelling energy and there many other potential
uses,” said Moore. “One of these is protecting computer data
centres and communications to stop people eavesdropping on
GMC
them.”
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The UK military tendering process
In 2015, the UK Government launched a ten-year Defence Equipment Plan worth almost £160 billion, resulting in the
Ministry of Defence (MoD) offering thousands of new contract opportunities to military equipment manufacturers. With
all of these opportunities available, it is essential that manufacturers understand how to present their products to the
MOD. Here David Reeves, Director of International Business Development of global battery manufacturer Ultralife,
explains the military tendering process.

Across the world, defence departments have processes in
place to ensure that contracts for military projects are widely
available. The UK MoD has recently pledged to increase the
transparency of contract information and ensure that a quarter
of all defence spend goes to small and medium-sized businesses
by 2020.
For military equipment manufacturers, it is helpful to know
how contracts are awarded. The MoD advertises tender and
contract opportunities valued at over £10,000 on its Contracts
Finder portal. However, for projects under £10,000 — or when
there is an urgent operational requirement (UOR) — military
procurement teams are not required to put out an invitation to
tender and can approach manufacturers directly.
Where there is an urgent need for a product due to an
unexpected increase in military action or when a product is
destroyed, the MoD will go to approved contractors directly. This
means that by building a relationship with MoD buyers,
companies stand a better chance of being chosen for these
projects.
The type of project also directly influences the tendering
process. While some contracts may specify a simple military
off-the-shelf (MOTS) or commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) product,
meaning that companies can simply supply the required quantity
of products, others are much more bespoke. Some projects
require a long period of consultation and the development of a
number of products for the implementation of a new project.
Managing effective delivery
In the military sector, prime contractors often win contracts from
the MOD, who then sub-contract some of the work to original
equipment manufacturers (OEMS). Prime contractors are often
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specialised defence companies, who have a wealth of resources
and contacts at hand to fulfil a project.
Prime contractors have the experience to manage the
effective delivery of large-scale projects. They must be flexible
enough to keep up with new developments in the military
equipment industry, yet remain stable and reliable for
government departments to rely on. Prime contractors also have
large logistics and delivery networks, meaning they can provide
products wherever they are required, especially in the case of
an urgent operational requirement.
Most manufacturers of military equipment will fall into the
second tier of the tendering process as suppliers to prime
contractors. Many companies make components for each piece
of equipment, rather than the whole piece itself. For example,
Ultralife works with OEMs to share its expertise in batteries.
Often, prime contractors will be aware of the battery market as
a whole and new advances in technologies. They will then come
to us to see if this is commercially viable.
Alternatively, as prime contractors are often unaware of the
specialisms of each component, specialist OEMs can
alternatively suggest valued propositions for them to improve
their offering. Through extensive research and development,
companies can stay ahead of their competitors by doing this,
as it positions the company as the leading expert in their field.
Prime contractors rely on OEMs for the safety of their
products. Specialised companies tend to have extensive testing
facilities in the area that they design for, meaning that they can
provide accurate estimates of how the product will perform in
the field.
Because the projects that prime contractors carry out often
take place over a number of years, they often need to take into
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account the after-sales service and warranties that OEMs
provide. Ultralife has overcome this concern by providing a
through-life management plan. We will carry out services, provide
warranties and performance upgrades when they become
available. Therefore, component manufacturers should think of
the longevity of their product when they sell to the military
industry, as this could set them apart from the competition.
OEMs can also help with the integration of human factors
into a project and balance the practicalities against the design
of the device. For example, if the military asked for a particular
piece of equipment in a vehicle, the OEM will consider how far
the soldier can reach, whether they will be wearing gloves, which
may impede their tactile ability or if the antenna may need to be
flexible if it goes through a wooded area.
Becoming indispensable
At Ultralife, our years of experience in the creation of off-theshelf goods for military use, combined with the serving
experience of some of our staff, means that we know what works
from both a design point of view and in the field. For example,
we supplied Smart batteries into the MOD’s Bowman tactical
radio programme.
By following these steps, component manufacturers can make
themselves indispensable to prime contractors and, in turn, supply
goods into the MoD. With increasing transparency and a wide
range of contracts now available, as well as a growing push
towards SMEs delivering goods, manufacturers should not miss
out on the opportunities offered in the military sector.
GMC

Rockwell Collins to
modernize military test
ranges
The US Department of Defense (DoD) has awarded
Rockwell Collins a $21 million contract to support the
second production lot of the Common Range Integrated
Instrumentation System (CRIIS) for upgrading Air Force,
Navy and Army test ranges.
The next-generation test range instrumentation system
will replace legacy range systems including Advanced
Range Data System (ARDS) and Air-to-Air Range
Infrastructure (AARI) systems in use at major US military
ranges. This second production lot will help complete range
installations and activations at Eglin Air Force Base (AFB),
Edwards AFB, Naval Air Station (NAS) Patuxent River,
White Sands Missile Range, Nellis AFB, Naval Air Weapons
Station (NAWS) China Lake and NAS Point Mugu.
“With multi-level security and data link capabilities, the
F-35 and other fighter aircraft will be able to perform several
missions in a single day by transferring connectivity to
multiple ranges versus a traditional test mission which
consists of an exclusive base-to-aircraft data link,” said Troy
Brunk, Vice President and General Manager,
Communication, Navigation and Electronic Warfare
Solutions for Rockwell Collins. “CRIIS provides much
needed technology to modernize our US military ranges.”
For example, an F-35 stationed at Edwards AFB can
take off in the morning, fly to White Sands Missile Range
for range-specific testing and then continue on to Nellis
AFB, NAWS China Lake, the sea range located at NAS Pt.
Mugu and return to Edwards AFB at the end of the day all
while transferring its data connection securely to each range
system. The CRIIS system will support developmental and
operational testing with the named test ranges, and is ready
to support F-15, F-16, and F/A-18, F-22 and F-35 in live,
virtual and constructive test scenarios.
The CRIIS program fulfills DoD’s vision of common test
and training infrastructure for improved operational realism
by providing real-time tracking of air exercise participants
up to approximately 350 nautical miles (line of sight plus
relay); accurate time, space, position information under
highly- dynamic aircraft conditions and an extended area
control of air, land and sea participants.
GMC
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Software defined
radio adds a new
dimension to military
communication
Personal role radios (PRR) have long been utilized by the
military to enable highly-effective battlefield
communications. With even basic communications
capabilities, soldiers in the battlefield have a significantly
larger chance of mission success. These capabilities have
been significantly improved in recent years with the advent
of software defined radios (SDRs), which enable an
unprecedented level of connectivity. Stephanie Chiao,
Product Marketing Manager at Per Vices, describes the
evolution of battlefield radio technology, and the
advantages provided by today’s options.
Seamless military communication is vital to modern warfare
for units to engage in combat effectively. As a result, it is required
to be dependable, adaptable, fast, and interoperable. The ability
to accurately receive and quickly react to a piece of information
is crucial on the battlefield as it can make the difference between
success and failure.
Over the years, the military industrial complex has also
evolved significantly, and so have the communication devices
that are available to them. Basic voice solutions are no longer
sufficient as data sharing is imperative. As a result, the soldier
on the battlefield will need to access a variety of frequencies
and implement multiple protocols while not adding weight to
the pack.
Although there are many communication devices available
to the military, not all meet their requirements. Here, we will be
discussing the two available options, personal role radios (PRRs)
and software defined radios (SDRs).
Personal role radio (PRR)
PRR is a short-range radio that operates independently of any
infrastructure. These radios currently operate on HF/UHF bands
and 2.4GHz, which can provide effective shor t range
communications solutions. Furthermore, when the bandwidth
has been utilized adequately, interference issues are negligible.
Popular with the Ministry of Defense, PRR provides British
infantry units with headsets attached to short range transmitters
and receivers. This enables infantry sections to stay in
communication, but only when they’re in the line of sight.
It can also be used for urban warfare as the intensity is strong
enough for effective short range communication, but it does fall
short in the area of security. These devices are not securely
encrypted and offer limited availability for implementing new
security measures and communication protocols. Furthermore,
most PRR devices only offer selective one-to-one peer-to-peer
and duplex conference operating modes.
These devices rely on one radio within the group, or a
network-concentrated unit that enables communication with all
systems by playing the role of a synchronization unit. However,
some systems are built to function without synchronization,
which enables true independent communications.
Most PRR systems in the past were limited to voice-only
communication, however, the systems have continued to evolve,
and now some PRRs can handle both voice and data
communications. However, this ability is usually limited by the
bandwidth of the radios.
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Personal Role Radio (PRR) is a small UHF
transmitter-receiver issued to the British Armed
Forces that allows for direct tactical soldier-tosoldier communication. Credit: Cpl Paul Morrison/
MOD

Software defined radio (SDR)
SDR can be defined as a communication apparatus where the
transmitter and receiver functionality can be modified or changed
by software, without making any physical changes to the
hardware. This is a huge departure from other hardware-based
radios like the PRRs that are used by the military.
These systems are possible through the development of
flexible, wide-band tuners and filters in conjunction with
programmable digital chipsets, such as field programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs) and software.
Furthermore, the structure allows a single hardware platform
to be used to tune into many frequencies utilizing only software
applications instead of the traditional approach of modifying the
hardware.
Various architectures can be achieved for different SDRs
and this will directly impact the performance and cost of the
systems. For example, higher end SDRs will have multiple
independent radio chains, high bandwidth, wide operating
frequency, and better RF characteristics (such as noise figure,
dynamic range, etc.). Lower end SDRs also have their place for
low bandwidth hobbyist applications, but it is not recommended
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modern warfare where reconnaissance, signal intelligence, and
electronic warfare can make the difference between life and
death.
SDRs such as Per Vices’ Crimson TNG can be specially
customized to meet specific user needs including but not limited
to size, weight, power consumption, and UI. As a result, the
soldier on the ground doesn’t have to be limited by hardware
when it comes to their ability to communicate on a much larger
scale.
GMC

BCrimson TNG. Photo courtesy of Per Vices

for use in the militar y or any critical communications
infrastructures.
Military communication requires high performance, ability
to communicate across various frequency bands, detect
unknown wireless signals to relay to command and control, and
of course, the ability to communicate using various protocols
(WiFi, 4G LTE, Bluetooth, proprietary protocol, etc.). Higher end
SDRs that allow easy configuration depending on the situation
fulfill these requirements, which in turn reduces the amount of
equipment required.
SDRs are applicable to much more than just communication,
and offer the flexibility to combine signals intelligence,
communication, and electronic warfare all in one platform. This
provides a clear advantage over the PRRs from a performance
and utility standpoint.
SDR also offers the capability of employing new technologies
as they become available through software and firmware
updates. SDR is upgradable through software/firmware changes,
so users of SDR are able to use present day SDRs with future
protocols and standards without the need for changing
equipment, resulting in overall cost savings in both hardware
and in training.
Providing additional functionality
Incorporating SDR into the role of PRR enables military
personnel to access additional functionality that is not available
in traditional PRR. This is because SDR allows users to not
only communicate across a wider frequency band with the ability
to employ ever-changing encryption methodologies, it also
allows users to increase their situational awareness and EW
capabilities from a single platform. This is vital to engage in
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Incorporating SDR into the role of PRR enables
military personnel to access additional functionality
that is not available in traditional PRR.
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considered in the design of a highly assured and robust satellite
communications terminal, with almost no increase in the total
cost of ownership compared to lower cost platforms.

Figure 1. Leading-edge customers like the
Australian Border Force require the assured
communications that the EM Solutions Cobra
terminal helps to provide

Assured military
communications
while on-the-move
Ensuring continuous military communications in remote
and mobile environments has become a top priority for
military and defence forces around the world. While we’ve
seen a lot of innovations in this field in recent years, there
remains a lot of room for technology advancement,
particularly when it comes to ensuring redundancy. Dr.
Rowan Gilmore, CEO of EM Solutions, discusses how
availability can be increased with new products, and
outlines how the company has met the needs of the
Australian Border Force and the Australian Navy.
Broadband communications anywhere, anytime, anyplace
can only be provided by satellite communications. But when
communications are mission-critical, how can it be made more
assured, resilient, and resistant to hostile or environmental
interference?
Sophisticated defence forces around the world are
demanding higher quality mobile communications (Figure 1).
Assured communications requires multiples steps to provide
resilience: Taking defensive measures to protect against hostile
threats; bringing new assets on line to replenish lost functionality;
and deploying network equipment designed to have higher
probability of mission success. The latter can be achieved
through careful system design, for example by distributing
functionality, building in protective capability, and providing
inherent redundancy.
For example, well-designed satellite communications
terminals should mitigate against the effects of weather, satellite
congestion, frequency jamming, and motion itself to help achieve
assured connectivity.
This article describes how these features have been
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Increasing availability of the satellite communications
channel
Channel availability is one measure of how an assured
communications link performs. Time on satellite is increased by
reducing the time for an on-the-move terminal to acquire or
reacquire the satellite, and by maintaining the link even under
violent motion conditions. Good tracking performance is
essential.
Secondly, a larger fade margin also results in increased
availability. Good design maximises the fade margin by using
the highest power transmitters possible, the most sensitive
receivers, steered antennas to maintain maximum antenna gain,
and ensuring highest pointing accuracy to minimise pointing
loss.
For on-the-move applications, complex engineering is
required to steer the antenna’s transmit beam directly to the
satellite to minimise pointing loss during vehicle motion.
Electrically steered antennas (flat panel antennas and phased
arrays) lose gain off-axis, reducing the fade margin. While
mechanically steered antennas are able to maintain constant
gain at any pointing angle, only ‘monopulse’ pointing technology
is able to maintain lock on the satellite without deliberately
introducing an intentional miss-pointing error off boresight to
search for the beam maximum.
Monopulse technology is a closed-loop system that
measures the relative level in a higher order mode generated
inside the antenna feed, typically the TE21 mode from the
satellite signal. A monopulse terminal uses that mode’s sharp
null along boresight to derive a very accurate corrective pointing
vector to force the antenna back in line, without the need to
introduce any deliberate pointing loss to determine whether the
antenna is aligned for maximum receiver power, as happens
with conical or step scan systems. Furthermore, the monopulse
system and motion algorithms used to acquire the link and reestablish it after blockage result in tracking performance that
has been reported by customers to be the best in the industry.
All these features, together with a steered parabolic antenna
that always gives maximum gain irrespective of pointing
direction, ensure the link equation is optimally tuned for
maximum uplink time, availability and link capacity.
Implementing redundancy
However, there is even more that can be done to assure satellite
communications. Redundancy in hardware, frequency and
satellite selection are three additional ways to introduce
resilience into the link. The choice of satellites and use of multiple
bands mitigate against weather effects, jammers, interferers,
congestion, and even loss of a satellite.
Redundancy can be improved in satellite communications
by the use of multiple transmitters since block up converters
(BUCs) are usually the most failure prone component in the
link; by the use of dual terminals to avoid blocking by
obstructions; and by using multiple satellite systems. In addition,
by switching the RF frequency band, further redundancy is
introduced. Changing to a lower frequency band can protect
against weather effects that can cause loss of the satellite link
at the higher Ka-band frequencies.
EM Solutions has engineered a satellite terminal with all
these options. Its new Cobra terminal can electronically switch
between any of three different satellite bands on different
satellites, even while on-the-move. Although maritime terminals
already exist with either commercial or military Ka-band
capability, or with dual X-band and military Ka-band capability,
none offer universal on-the-move capability (on land or sea) in
a convenient size package, simultaneously operating in both X
and Ka-bands, and with fall back to commercial Ka-band on
demand. This requires the use of separate BUCs for X-band
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and Ka-band, but this is beneficial since the pair then adds
increased hardware redundancy on top of the improved link
redundancy. Such a combination brings the benefits of assured
communications whenever a satellite is visible without manual
changeover of hardware.
By also adopting highly accurate monopulse pointing
technology to ensure the link budget is always maximised, the
new Cobra terminal class achieves maximum system availability.
Compared with older terminals, the benefits of a terminal like
this include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Network survivability with assured communications in a
contested environment;
Rapid and automatic self-healing in the event of rain fade or
other link outage by switching satellites or frequency band;
Fully transportable and operational on-the-move capability
with unparalleled satellite tracking capability in three bands
across all ranges and types of motion (land or sea);
Support for broadband communications (data rates up to
several Mbps) without using excessive satellite transponder
resources that would be consumed by a very small terminal;
Fall-back to a fully integrated commercial capacity in the
event of failure or congestion of the military network;
Configurability for a range of platforms to suit either a small
or medium vehicle or vessel, with simplified field repair and
cost optimisation; and
Universal stabilisation to the most severe motion conditions
i.e. the terminal can be used either on land or at sea.

Providing assured communications
To meet the demanding requirements of the Australian Border
Force and the Australian Navy, EM Solutions cooperated with
several collaboration partners. These included the Australian
Defence Science and Technology Group (DST), Inmarsat Global
Government, who provided support during the type approval
process, and Intellian, who modified their iDirect GX modem
and below deck unit to pass signal control information between
the Inmarsat Operations Centre and the EM Solutions transmitter
equipment and stabilised platform.
The Cobra terminal design was based on EM Solutions latest
generation militar y Ka-band Taipan-class COTM
(Communications on the Move) terminal, in which pointing using
monopulse beacon tracking was first perfected. However, that
system was land-based and with its squat profile did not give
the negative elevation angles required from a maritime terminal

Figure 2: The first of the Cobra Ka-multiband
terminals on board an Australian Border Force
vessel
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Figure 3: Under the cover – the Cobra multiband X/
Ka terminal in test at the EM Solutions factory

to compensate for ship roll below the horizon. Using the same
powerful direct-drive brushless motors, balanced three-axis
gimbal design, and a new pedestal offering greater elevation
range, the new system provided minimum mechanical play and
thus maximum position accuracy in a very robust and strong
platform. The monopulse pointing system and tracking
algorithms were ported and tuned to the new pedestal and
proved to be extremely fast and accurate, equally capable of
maintaining the link in rough sea profiles as they had off-road.
Now type approved by Inmarsat GX and operational on Cape
Class ships defending Australia’s coastline (Figure 2), the Cobraclass terminals are providing for the first time broadband services
to the crew, capable of utilising either the military or commercial
bands – the choice depending on satellite availability and
network congestion. Simultaneous operation on both X- and
Ka-bands has also been tested on the military payload of the
Optus C1 satellite, with WGS certification testing now underway.
The greatest innovation in the Cobra X/Ka-multiband terminal
is its antenna feed system. Optimised for its electromagnetics,
the system generates antenna pointing vectors from both the
X-and Ka-band beacons of the WGS satellite for steering, while
supporting simultaneous communications on the satellite’s Kaband and X-band transponders, whenever required to protect
against rain fade or to provide added capacity. In addition, the
system can fall back to tracking and operating on the alternative
Inmarsat GX satellite system in the case of congestion or for
operational reasons.
Using a 1m diameter parabolic reflector, the terminal has a
footprint of only 0.75m, and can be deployed on a range of
vessels, from small patrol boats to large ships. At the same
time, re-engineering effort has been applied to reduce cost, top
weight, and overall terminal volume consistent with the other
operating constraints. The newly developed terminal shown in
Figure 3 meets both WGS and Inmarsat specifications.
A roadmap for connectivity
No longer a pipe dream, high availability satellite
communications is now available in a single terminal whose
total cost of ownership is no greater than conventional singleband non-redundant terminals. EM Solutions’ roadmap includes
extending the system to Ku-band and to airborne platforms for
even more versatility – stay tuned!
GMC
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The state of satellite
interference
Over the past few years, the problem of satellite interference has been widely
discussed, with most stakeholders well aware of the problem, and in many
cases, some of the solutions available to resolve it. However, it remains a
challenge for the satellite industry, and we have not quite solved it yet. If we
look at the military satellite environment, its inherent and unique challenges
make it even more difficult to resolve when it does occur. As with all sectors,
the biggest challenge right now for the satellite industry is getting the users on
board with the tools and techniques to do their bit towards resolving interference
and increasing mitigation methods in to standard products. Martin Coleman,
Executive Director of the Satellite Interference Reduction Group, discusses
the key challenges and solutions in the fight against interference today.
Martin Coleman, Executive
Director of the Satellite
Interference Reduction Group

The military accounts for a sizeable
proportion of interference, both within
their own environment, as well as affecting
commercial services, and there are a
number of reasons for this. Firstly, the
military often uses equipment to its limits.
Using the right kit with quality technology
that ensures errors in operation are
minimised makes a massive difference to
delivering the service and less likely to
create interference issues.
Secondly, there is often a lack of
training amongst military users, with many
users unfamiliar with the operational
aspects of satellite equipment, let alone
how to spot and deal with interference
issues. This is not surprising of course,
as high rotation of staff means that the
same people won’t be in the post for the
length of time we would be looking at in
the commercial world. However, if each
military user tasked with operating
satellite equipment was given proper
satellite training at the start of that post, it
would have a significant impact on
reducing interference instances.
Added to that, there is often a lack of
testing or operational verification of new
systems with satellite operators. The
equipment is, more or less, ready-to-go,
and simply switched on in the field.
However, making those preliminary
checks is vital to ensuring that systems
are working properly, and those tasked
with operating it are familiar with what to
do and what to look for when things aren’t
working as they should be.
Finally, and a major element that
makes the military environment more
challenging than most is exactly that – the
military environment. Systems are pushed
to the extreme and used in situations
where there is a massive margin for error
and very little time for the operators to
worry about that. One example is the use
of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in
extreme operational conditions, which
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often generate interference when control
of any UAV must be absolute. To achieve
this, higher transmit levels are often used
and thus create problems of interference.
Therefore, we need to ensure future
designs of UAVs are built to minimise
interference for all operational
circumstances. Again, better design and
testing of satellite equipment with real-life
simulations will help minimise this, and
also give those operating it much better
understanding of the operational
concerns.
The satellite operator perspective
Whilst it is true that a lot needs to be done
by the militar y (and other) users
themselves, the satellite operators do
have a big part to play in reducing
interference. And for the most part they
have been doing their bit well, with many
operators instigating a number of
processes and tools to help resolve
interference as quickly as possible. This
includes using control centre analysis
tools, such as spectrum monitoring and
geolocation tools. The more data they can
collect, the easier it is to determine the
source quickly and ultimately remove the
interference. Ruben Marentes, Director of
the Network Operations Center at Intelsat,
commented: “The more efficient the
isolation and mitigation tools are, the
faster we can address the RF complaints
from customers.” Despite this, Marentes
believes operators need better integration
with other tools to make the process
better still: “I feel that integration with other
tools (customer service databases) and
ticketing tools (remedy and others) can
make our RF tools more effective.”
When it comes to military customers,
the satellite operators cite adjacent
satellite interference (ASI) as one of the
biggest problem areas. Sometimes this is
due to the extremely small antennas often
deployed by the military, but it can also
come down to a lack of pointing accuracy.
This includes from fixed terminals, but
also mobile terminals, where ensuring

pointing accuracy is of course particularly
tricky. ASI is also caused by the increasing
number of UAVs deployed by the military
with a severe lack of accuracy.
As well as the challenges of a harsh
environment, making it more likely for the
military to cause, or experience, satellite
interference, the processes make
resolving military interference far from
simple. For starters, operators are very
often having to work with discreet
information on location, type of use, and
duration of the operation. Without all the
information, it is very difficult to investigate
and isolate the cause of the interference.
Dealing with stakeholders can also be
long-winded, as highlighted by Marentes:
“The number of stakeholders and the
communication proxy demanded by the
military brass makes the transfer of
information rather complex and slow.”
The tools
However, despite the military environment
and processes themselves being unique,
the tools used by satellite operators are
the same for all sources of interference.
Marentes adds: “We use the same
monitoring tools to detect interference
sources in commercial segments than
when ones used to isolate and
troubleshoot RFI cases from the military.
The way we proceed demands more from
the staff in different steps, but for the most
part, the resolution process is the same.”
These tools enable operators to
analyse and identify the interference, its
characteristics, and, if geolocation can be
used, they can locate the source. Over
the past couple of years, we have seen a
number of great innovations that are
making a huge impact on interference.
It starts with solutions from companies
like Integrasys, aimed at reducing
interference occurring by ensuring
antennas are setup and pointed correctly
from the start. Alvaro Sanchez, Sales and
Marketing Director, Integrasys comments:
“Remote systems are often setup by
soldiers that do not have the required
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Alvaro Sanchez, Sales and
Marketing Director, Integrasys

technical skills, and cannot call the NOC
for guidance, so they need easy-to-use
tools to streamline the process. At the
same time, soldiers’ lives are dependent
on the communications being provided,
therefore it is absolutely essential to
ensure maximum availability for accurate
and reliable communication.”
Integrasys has a growing product
portfolio aimed to help here. That includes
Satmotion Pocket, a simple mobile app
that helps those users through a simple
step-by-step process to install a satellite
link. The tool makes sure that the antenna
is not misaligned and greatly improves
accuracy and reduces errors, including
satellite interference.
Following installation, whether that
has been done correctly or not, there will
always be a need for constant monitoring
satellite transmissions. There is a growing
number of tools available to do just that.
That includes Crystal’s Spectrum
Monitoring and Recording (SMR)
solution. It gives an overview of all
spectral bandwidth at a glance and allows
hundreds of transmission spectral
segments to be periodically sampled and
examined for any of several user-defined
error conditions. Roger Franklin, CEO at
Crystal, cites a large gover nment
maritime company, which is using Crystal
SMR to control 30 physical spectrum
analysers located around the world. The
customer experienced episodes of false
interference on a particular carrier. He
comments: “A situation like this could take
days or even weeks to isolate, which is
simply not acceptable in a military
situation.” Thanks to Crystal SMR, the
interference was quickly isolated and
could subsequently be resolved.
Kratos is another company providing
RF monitoring, as well as interference
detection, and geolocation services for
both military and commercial
environments. These include Kratos’
Monics family of products, providing
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centralised RF spectrum monitoring and
advanced interference detection,
including carrier-under-carrier detection
and characterisation.
John Monahan, Senior VP for Kratos
SATCOM Products, understands the
challenges of militar y satellite
communications: “Protected MILSATCOM
must provide low probability of
interception, detection, and exploitation,
and be survivable, to include anti-jam
communications. Strategic protected
MILSATCOM must also provide robust
command and control services in benign,
contested, and nuclear operational
environments.”
Bearing this challenging environment
in mind, Monahan believes the industry
as a whole needs to get much better at
assuring satcom in a contested
environment: “As reflected in the Space
Enterprise Vision (SEV) outlined by
General John Hyten, Commander, United
Sates Strategic Command, military
service leaders are looking closely at a
variety of ways to restructure space
operations, including expanding
commercial partnerships. Commercial
SATCOM providers need to be ready to
step up to the challenges of protecting
military communications using their
commercial capabilities.”
An example of such cooperation is the
work Kratos is doing for the US
Department of Defense (DoD). Kratos
provides RF monitoring, interference
detection and geolocation services for all
DoD leased Ku, C, and X-band
commercial bandwidth worldwide. To
provide DoD with worldwide coverage,
Kratos is expanding its current
infrastructure by adding seven new
worldwide monitoring sites, hosting more
than 60 antennas and providing visibility
to over 50 satellites, 100 beams and 200
transponders.
Franklin echoes that belief: “We need

Roger Franklin, CEO at Crystal

Ruben Marentes, Director of the
Network Operations Center at
Intelsat

to get the whole industry behind the
initiatives to reduce interference. This
includes getting on board with Carrier ID.
Better monitoring tools and automating
processes will also have a massive
impact on reducing errors before they
happen.”
Integrasys has also launched a
number of solutions for continuous
monitoring, including its Alusat seamless
network maintenance system, which
allows the NOC operators to detect any
degradation from remote sites. Sanchez
notes: “The combination of Satmotion
Pocket and Alusat has solved major
Adjacent Satellite Interference between
two major satellite operators. Alusat was
able to detect which remotes needed
repointing and the remotes were easily
repointed within minutes, using Satmotion
Pocket.”
Sanchez believes the satellite
operators should be doing more to
incentivise interference reduction: “In our
opinion, satellite operators should
increment prices if customers cause
interference, as the satellite operators
lose revenue from other customers due
to noncompliance with Service Licensing
Agreements.”
Better geolocation tools are also
important, helping operators to locate the
source of interference once identified.
Companies such as Kratos and Siemens
Convergence Creators have been
innovating a great deal here.
Using all the tools in the box
It is clear that, when it comes to
interference, no matter the source or who
is affected, we need to be working
together as an industry, and using all the
tools in the box. There is a growing
number of technology solutions and a
number of industry-wide initiatives in
place, now we just need everyone to
adopt the tools available to really make a
difference.
GMC
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Lockheed Martin proposes
way forward for multi-domain
operations
The air, space and cyber domains are increasingly challenged
by threats. To help address current and future threats, Lockheed
Martin will host a three day war game exercise at its Center for
Innovation or “The Lighthouse” in Suffolk, Virginia to show how
cross domain command and control can be enhanced by
operationally integrating air, space and cyber domains.
“Asymmetric threats throughout the world underscore the
need to stay inside our adversaries observe orient, decision
action loop,” said Dr. Rob Smith, Vice President of C4ISR for
Lockheed Martin. “This exercise will look at ways to bring
synergistic battlespace effects by merging the planning cycles
of all three domains.”
During this three day exercise, Lockheed Martin will explore
gaps and synergies in the air, space, and cyber planning
processes that can provide insight into how to bring these stovepiped systems together. The exercise will use two teams, one
integrated team and one traditional team, in order to observe
and identify ways to integrate three disparate processes.
The results of the exercise will be provided to the Air Force
Multi-Domain Command and Control (MDC2) Enterprise
Capability Collaboration Team, led by Brigadier General B.
Chance Saltzman, which has been directed to develop a plan
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to make MDC2 a reality.
When developing the roadmap for the exercise, Lockheed
Martin leveraged its extensive cyber expertise as well as
experience supporting programs that connect numerous
domains. This includes the intelligent Space (iSpace) system,
US Air Distributed Common Ground System, the Theater Battle
Management Core System (TBMCS), Command and Control,
Battle Management, and Communications (C2BMC) System
and its next generation: the Air Tasking Order Management
GMC
System (ATOMS).

Raytheon Anschütz integrates WECDIS in UK Type 26 Global
Combat Ship Program
Through the Synapsis INBS, Raytheon Anschütz provides
Raytheon Anschütz has announced the successful integration
of Warship Electronic Chart Display Information System
(WECDIS) into their Integrated Navigation and Bridge Systems
(INBS) for the UK Royal Navy Type 26 Global Combat Ships.
In support of the Type 26 Global Combat Ship program,
Raytheon Anschütz has completed the critical design review
for the integration of the Royal Navy’s fleet-wide STANAGcompliant WECDIS charting software into the Raytheon
Synapsis Integrated Navigation and Bridge System.
Furthermore, already in 2016, Raytheon Anschütz successfully
completed the integration of WECDIS into another UK warship
program.
Richard Waldron, Defense Sales Manager at Raytheon
Anschütz, states: “Now with a fully STANAG-compliant WECDIS
integrated in a Raytheon Anschütz integrated bridge and
navigation system, Raytheon Anschütz is able to provide
customers with further enhanced navigational and operational
capabilities for their naval platforms.”

state-of-the-art technology. Open architecture and a shared
computing environment are key aspects of Synapsis and
represent the cutting-edge of bridge system interoperability,
integration, scalability and performance. The architecture further
simplifies logistics and reduces initial hardware costs as well
as through-life sustainment. The UK Government committed to
eight Type 26 Global Combat Ships in its 2015 Strategic Defence
and Security Review which are needed to provide the critical
Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW) protection to the Continuous at
Sea Deterrent and the new Queen Elizabeth Class Aircraft
Carriers. The Type 26 Global Combat Ships will in time replace
the eight ASW Type 23 Frigates, be globally deployable and
capable of undertaking a wide range of roles from high intensity
warfare to humanitarian assistance, either operating
independently or as part of a task group.
GMC
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